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Abstract

Earlier we reviewed the role of NOD-like receptor protein (NLRP3) inflammasomes in different patients presenting with vari-
ous metabolic disorders inclusive of type 2 diabetes mellitus (T2DM) obesity, metabolic syndrome (MetS), non-alcoholic fatty liver 
disease (subjects NAFLD), non-alcoholic steatohepatitis (NASH). Thus, here we present a mini review. Here we have detailed the 
mechanism of action of NLRP3 inflammasomes, their part in polycystic ovary syndrome (PCOS), recurrent spontaneous abortions 
(RSA), preterm birth, gestational diabetes mellitus (GDM) preeclampsia (PE), preterm birth, ovarian aging and newer non hormonal 
therapy for ovarian endometriomas with non-hormonal medication like MC 950, the pathophysiological aspect of PE generation 
along with treatment in prior existent hypertension, how ovarian aging is associated with NLRP3 inflammasomes and their practi-
cal applications regarding oocyte development prior to ovulation regarding implications of the inflammatory pathways and other 
practical applications. Greater research is warranted for this budding topic to get unanswered questions for therapy of recalcitrant 
endometriosis that recurs despite all therapies at present, further get an insight on avoidance of the severe complications associated 
with PE, avoidance of depletion of ovarian follicle cohorts in PCOS patients besides other practical applications. 
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Introduction

NOD-like receptor protein (NLRP3) inflammasomes significance in different patients presenting with various metabolic disorders - 
T2DM, obesity, MetS, NAFLD, NASH has been well appreciated. NLRP3 inflammasomes have the ability of recalling various pathogenic 
microorganisms and stress correlated endogenous signaling molecules. Its expression and activation occur in the dendritic cells and ma-
crophages where it has an important role as a proinflammatory factor for the host’s innate immune system. Recently we reviewed how the 
extrapolation of these observations in reproductive conditions might have an association with endometriosis, polycystic ovary syndrome 
(PCOS), recurrent spontaneous abortions (RSA), preterm birth, gestational diabetes mellitus (GDM) preeclampsia [2]. 

Mechanism of action 

The NLRP3 inflammasome is a member of the nucleotide binding oligomerization domain, leucine-rich repeat (LRR) possessing pro-
tein family. It contains a central nucleotide binding besides oligomerization domain, a C terminal LRR domain, and a N terminal pyrin 
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domain. There are 2 steps involved in the activation of NLRP3 inflammasome: i) the original or priming signal resulting in priming is lipo-
polysaccharides (LPS) leading to the expression of NLRP3 and pro interleukin-1β (IL-1β) and pro IL-18. ii) The 2nd signal is comprised of 
multiple activators like cholesterol, uric acid, ATP, exogenous stimuli like asbestos, ultraviolet light, pathogenic microorganisms and their 
metabolites [2]. During this step, the C terminal contains the ability of unravelling different kinds of endogenous stimuli and binding to 
the pyrin domain (PYD) of apoptosis-correlated speck like protein possessing a caspase enrollment domain (ASC) via its N terminal PYD. 
The enrollment of Procaspase1 occurs for self-splicing and the generation of the activated caspase 1 (p10/p20 complex). The activated 
caspase 1 causes cleavage of pro IL-1β and pro IL-18 into mature caspase 1, IL-1β and IL-18 following which these latter 2 get liberated 
from cells for activating the inflammatory reaction [3] (Figure 1) [2].
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Figure 1: Courtesy ref no-23-The possible molecular mechanisms of NLRP3 inflammasome in inflammatory conditions.

NLRP3 and reproductive disorders (See figure 2) 

Figure 2: Courtesy ref no-23-The proposed activation pathways of NLRP3 inflammasome.
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NLRP3 and endometriosis (Em) 

With complicated etiology and no permanent cure, newer causes for Em is looked for. A probable association with autoimmunity has 
been pointed [3]. Bullon., et al. [3], posited that inflammasome activation was closely correlated with Em formation. As a remarkable 
important inflammatory modulator in an inflammatory response the NLRP3 inflammasome comprises an important integral part of in-
flammasomes [4]. Bulun., et al. [5], produced an Em model where there were decreased inflammatory cytokines quantities generated ar-
tificially hampering the inflammatory cytokines [5] formation for validating part of NLRP3 inflammasome in Em pathogenesis. Assessing 
genes associated with Inflammation and immunity in Em patients 579 genes implicated in human Inflammation and immunity and 15 
housekeeping genes was conducted by Ahn., et al [6]. They found 396 genes were upregulated in the ectopic endometrial tissues, including 
those that encoded caspase 1, IL-18 besides NLRP3. Significantly greater quantities of IL-1β in extra uterine tissues and peritoneal fluid 
from Em patients were seen by various authors than from healthy women [2]. Zhao., et al. [7], found marked inflammatory cell infiltration 
in an animal model of Em than sham treated group and proinflammatory cytokines (IL-1β, IL-6, TNFα in the Em group than controls. 
Rare studies have tried treatment of Em by targeting NLRP3 inflammasome. Thus, the oncogenic astrocyte elevated gene1 (AEG1) aided 
inflammation in Em patients by causing decreased quantities SOCS3 besides stimulating the generation of NLRP3 inflammasome [7]. 

NLRP3 and polycystic ovary syndrome (PCOS) 

Clinical studies revealed that factors responsible for chronic Inflammation like IL’s, TNFα, plasminogen activator inhibitor1 (PAI1) 
and MCP1 are enhanced in peripheral blood of PCOS patients in varying amounts [2]. Inflammatory factors can cause reconstruction of 
ovarian tissue following normal follicular generation [2]. Potent proof of rates of ovarian granulosa cells (GC) apoptosis enhancement in 
antral follicles in PCOS women than healthy controls exist [2]. Wang., et al. [8], speculated that hyperandrogenism, the main etiology of 
infertility with PCOS could generate NLRP3 inflammasome, liberating inflammatory mediators leading to chronic low grade inflammation 
induction in mice with PCOS. Certain PCOS women apparently have enhanced androgens quantities, FFA, oxidative stress (OS) and high 
mobility group box1 (HMGB1), molecules that act as danger signals for activating the inflammasome specifically NLRP3 inflammasome 
pathway [2]. During PCOS formation follicular dysfunction and anovulation are closely associated with ovarian fibrosis. Thus, impacted 
patients manifest with escalating cystic follicles, a thickened thecal cell layer, loose placement of GC‘s and reduction in the corpus luteum 
which was reproduced in animal models of PCOS [2]. NLRP3 inflammasome activation exaggerated ovarian fibrosis in mice. Hence tar-
geting the NLRP3 inflammasome might aid in avoiding ovarian fibrosis. Treating GC’s with INF39, with an inhibitor of NLRP3 repressed 
the indexes regarding ovarian fibrosis (like α smooth muscle actin (αSMA), TGF-β, CTGF) and significantly decreased ovarian interstitial 
fibrosis [8]. 

Caspase 1 activation is due to NLRP3 inflammasome activation that in turn promotes the formation of mature IL-1β and IL-18 from pro 
IL-1β and proIL-18 respectively. These cytokines have a significant part in regulating ovarian steroidogenesis, ovarian follicles maturation 
besides other reproductive events and significantly escalated IL-18 in PCOS women [2]. IL-1β further aided in development of obesity 
associated IR, macrophages-adipocytes crosstalk. IL-1β impairs insulin sensitivity of adipose tissue (AT) by hampering insulin signaling, 
thus blocking its action or formation might enhance insulin signaling [2]. IL-1β further stimulates lipolysis and escalates body weight by 
hampering the expression of fatty acid translocase and fatty acid transporters [2]. These studies posited that IL-1β might be protecting 
against the weight gain initiation and propagation. Pioglitazone-metformin complex reduced inflammation, hampered NLRP3 inflamma-
some activation, decreased IL-1β liberation, thus aiding in the PCOS treatment [9]. 

NLRP3 and recurrent spontaneous abortions (RSA) 

Etiology of RSA is complicated. A significantly enhanced expression of endometrial NLRP3 inflammasome and caspase 1 based IL-1β 
and IL-18 liberation were revealed in endometrial tissues obtained from women with RSA than control fertile women [2]. Thus, the NLRP3 
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inflammasome could represent a novel family of marker proteins for endometrial receptivity. Abnormal inflammasome activation might 
be the molecular mode implied in the production of a non receptive endometrium that aids in the chances of early fetal losses. Tersigni., et 
al. [10], observed escalated intestinal permeability in RSA women, and enhanced expression quantities of caspase 1, IL-1β and NLRP3 in 
endometrial tissues significantly. Thus, they pointed that RSA patients might have a leaking gut that induces endometrial immune reaction 
causing recurrent abortion. Invitro cells experiments, revealed that delivering palmitic acid or antiphospholipid antibodies caused NLRP3 
inflammasome activation in normal early gestational trophoblastic cells besides enhanced the expression of IL-1β [2] which pointed that 
the abnormal inflammatory reaction secondary to NLRP3 inflammasome could be associated with RSA. The knowledge about regulatory 
T cells (Treg) and Th 17 cells had a significant part in the pathogenesis of RSA [2]. Lu., et al. [2], displayed that NLRP3 inflammasome 
participates in the pathogenesis of RSA by regulating the balance of Treg and Th 17 cells. 

Treatment 

Since NLRP3 is implicated in numerous inflammatory diseases, there is interest of utilizing hampering its activation selectively for 
treating these disorders. MCC950 is a selective potent small molecule inhibitor of the NLRP3 inflammasome. It hampers the ASC oligome-
rization getting induced in mouse and human macrophages [11]. β-hydroxy butyrate (BHB) reflects another inflammasome inhibitor that 
reduces activation of caspase 1 and IL-1β liberation in a mouse model of NLRP3 modulated diseases [12]. Micro RNAS (miR’s) like miR 
223/ miR9 [2], both have been displayed to hamper NLRP3 inflammasome activation. Moreover, numerous herbal extracts and their bio-
active components are efficacious in modulating the inflammatory response due to activation of NLRP3 inflammasome, like resveratrol 
[13], arglabin [14], besides extracts from Morus bombycis [15]. 

NLRP3 and preterm birth 

Pregnancy associated tissues like uterine muscle, fetal membranes, placenta express NLRP3 inflammasomes [2]. Gomez-Lopez., et al. 
[16] observed that women with spontaneous preterm labor and chorioamnionitis had NLRP3 inflammasome that was activated in cho-
rionic tissues with significantly enhanced quantities of active caspase 1 besides mature types of IL-1β and IL-18, pointing to abnormal 
NLRP3 activation in spontaneous preterm labor took place secondary to acute chorioamnionitis. Upregulated inflammation genes (like 
the ones encoding NLRP3, caspase 1 and IL-1β) expression in the chorioamniotic membranes of women with spontaneous preterm labor 
as compared to women delivering preterm without chorioamnionitis [2]. In an animal model of lipopolysaccharides (LPS) induction of 
intra amniotic inflammation activation of NLRP3 in the fetal membranes took place prior to premature delivery, besides greater IL-1β 
quantities in the base of fetal membranes, decidual membranes and amniotic fluid [2]. 

Numerous recent studies observed that proinflammatory cytokines like IL-1β, the major cytokine liberated subsequent to activation of 
NLRP3 facilitates the generation of prostaglandin synthetase 2 (PGHS2) and liberation of greater prostaglandins via the effect of PGHS2. 
Prostaglandins are significant regulators of cervical ripening getting liberated significantly during delivery. A study found significantly 
escalated expression quantities of IL-1β, IL-6, IL-8, TNFα in the chorion during preterm labor in the amniotic membranes of these women 
[2]. IL-1β, IL-6 and TNFα mRNA and protein were significantly enhanced in the uterine muscle during labor [2]. These cytokines stimula-
ted interstitial metalloproteinases in both the endometrium and amniotic sac. 

This NLRP3 inflammasome might be a therapeutic target for the avoidance of preterm birth significantly. A study found that intra am-
niotic delivery of alarmin S100B could work as the NLRP3 sensor molecules, fetal membranes NLRP3 inflammasome activation, enhanced 
the quantities of active caspase 1 and mature IL-1β, followed by induction of preterm labor or preterm birth with deleterious neonatal 
results [2]. Hampering the NLRP3 inflammasome via MCC950 avoided preterm labor or preterm birth along with reduction of neonatal 
mortality [2,17]. That the utilization of MCC950 could extend length of gestation and decrease intra amniotic inflammation stimulated 
preterm birth by 30% and might significantly enhance the neonatal survival as revealed by Faro., et al [17]. An introductory study valida-
ted that MCC950 might be safe for clinical utilization in humans [2]. However, hampering NLRP3 inflammasome at term does not hamper 
the physiological event of parturition. 
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Preeclampsia (PE) 

The pathophysiological alterations in PE are inflammation and immune cell activation [2]. Placenta obtained circulating factors might 
induce inflammation and endothelial abnormalities, resulting in PE [2]. Mulla., et al. [18] and Xie., et al. [2], initially displayed that NLRP3 
inflammasome activation in trophoblasts and peripheral blood were implicated in the pathogenesis of PE. Following that a fast escalated 
documentations that implicated of NLRP3 inflammasome in the pathogenesis of PE got presented [2]. Hence, a considerably greater 
expression of NLRP3 and associated mediators like caspase 1, IL-1β and IL18 in samples derived from women with PE as compared to 
controls were seen [2]. Xu., et al. [2] and Pontillo., et al. [2], displayed that particular NLRP3 gene polymorphisms were associated with 
significantly greater risk for PE. Omi., et al. [19] evaluated 1911 patients (987 with hypertension, besides 924 controls) with the obser-
vation that homozygous carriers possessing greater activity regarding NLRP3 alleles which generated greater chemokines subsequent to 
stimulation possessed a greater risk of hypertension generation than both hetero and homozygote carriers possessing low activity NLRP3 
alleles. These results pointed that the placentas of women with pregnancy complicated by PE displayed greater expression of NLRP3 in-
flammasome that might be associated with significantly upregulated inflammation status in PE. Hence activity of NLRP3 inflammasome 
has a significant role in PE development. 

Is there any role of certain particular triggers at the time of NLRP3 inflammasome activation in PE? In case of patients afflicted with 
PE, numerous endogenous danger/damage-associated molecular patterns (DAMP), like cholesterol, uric acid crystals, extracellular DNA, 
HMGB1 proteins, extracellular debris, free fatty acids (FFA), advanced glycation end-products (AGE), have been found at greater quan-
tities in the peripheral blood and placenta work in the form of NLRP3 inflammasome activators [2]. DAMP’s induce cytosolic leaking of 
cathepsin B via lysosomal rupture [2]. Cathepsin B leakage further causes potassium efflux and mitochondrial Injury. Efflux of potassium 
and decreased intracellular potassium quantities cause of NLRP3 inflammasome activation [2]. 

In an invitro human placental explant experiment that were treated with cholesterol crystals illustrated escalation of IL-1β liberation 
significantly, that got supressed by MCC950 treatment [2]. Negi., et al. [20], displayed that allopurinol, a xanthine oxidase inhibitor that 
hampers uric acid and ROS formation could significantly hamper the trophoblastic liberation of IL-1β and caspase 1. Thus, of allopurinol 
use might possibly avoid placental dysfunction and deleterious pregnancy outcomes like PE. Furthermore, Matias., et al. [21] and Park., et 
al. [2], observed that anti-oxidants like resveratrol and N-acetyl cysteine hampered the expression of NLRP3 protein and caspase 1 activa-
tion in trophoblast cells. Thus, they might reflect appropriate therapeutic approaches for treatment inflammation association pregnancy 
complications. 

NLRP3 and gestational diabetes mellitus (GDM) 

In full hyperglycemic situations, maternal plasma and placental quantities of inflammatory factors like IL-1β IL-6 and MCP escalated 
besides ASC, caspase 1, NLRP1, and NLRP3 were upregulated in case of all hyperglycemic groups [2]. Chronic proinflammatory cytokines 
are believed to be pathological stimulators of Diabetes provoking metabolic conditions, with insulin resistance (IR), pancreatic islets cells 
demise [2]. In case of patients presenting with GDM an association amongst NLRP3 inflammasome besides IR has been corroborated [22]. 
Greater quantities of glucose enhanced NLRP3 inflammasome activation as compared to induction, hyperglycemia secondary to normal 
or low glucose amounts [2]. Knowledge is present regarding hyperglycemia or diabetes during pregnancy could induce NLRP3 inflamma-
some activation with multiple inflammatory cytokines liberation leading to potent deleterious pregnancy complications. 

Hence the strategy of hampering inflammasomes that are activated might be significant in hyperglycemia management for avoidance 
of inimical pregnancy results. Glombik., et al. [2], found that maternal diabetes results in NLRP3 inflammasome signaling activation by 
escalating the NLRP3 protein subunit, besides glyburide as a NLRP3 inflammasome inhibitor reduces NLRP3 protein and caspase 1 subu-
nit and has particular therapeutic significance in antimetabolic associated inflammation. Zhang., et al. [22], observed that astragaloside 
IV (AS IV) was an effective treatment for GDM in a mouse model via hampering NLRP3 inflammasome in the pancreas. Moreover, Negi., 
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et al. [20], documented that allopurinol hampered significantly NLRP3 inflammasome activation, hampered trophoblastic liberation of 
inflammatory IL-1β and caspase 1 activity, caused decreased proinflammatory reactions and antiangiogenic reactions towards escalated 
glucose, prevents placental impairment, and inimical results in GDM patients. Hence this specific inflammasome reflects an attractive 
therapeutic target for treating GDM. However, all of these need further evaluation. 

Conclusion

Earlier we reviewed multiple articles regarding obesity with role of NLRP3 inflammasome, besides treatment of T2DM, NAFLD be-
sides NLRP1/NLRP3 in NASH, here we have summarized the innovations of treatment of reproductive disorders using inflammasomes 
in. Furthermore, we reviewed numerous articles regarding Em, PE, RSA. Hence, the NLRP3 inflammasome possesses a significant part 
in case of reproductive disorders with greater risk, besides can result in infertility, recurrent spontaneous abortions (RSA), gestational 
diabetes mellitus (GDM), preeclampsia along with numerous other pregnancy complications. Getting better understanding regarding the 
way NLRP3 inflammasome controls pregnancy complications, besides the manner that escalated NLRP3 inflammasome activation is ne-
cessary for identifying newer therapies for reproductive dysfunction. Therefore, NLRP3 inflammasome complex inhibitors possess some 
therapeutic approaches regarding the safe treatment of correlated disease. Murakami., et al. illustrated in a murine model of Em reduction 
in ovarian endometrioma (OE) occurred with use of MCC950, thus we might get a nonhormonal therapy for treatment of Em in future. 
Furthermore, applications of NLRP3 inflammasome were shown in ovarian ageing. As an extension it has been utilized for evaluation of 
normal inflammatory control of oocyte development (Figure 3). MiR1224-p attenuates was seen to influence PCOS via NLRP inflamma-
some through FOXO1. However, greater research is required with regards to getting insight in the generation of mode of treatment of 
reproductive disorders.
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Figure 3: Courtesy ref no-23-Ovulatory inflammation and the oocyte pool. The luteinizing hormone (LH) surge stimulates theca and mural 
granulosa cells (GCs) to produce prostaglandin E2 (PGE2) and interleukin 1 beta (IL-1β), which then trigger them and resident immune 

cells to produce inflammatory cytokines. These cytokines increase pro-inflammatory immune cells in the ovary by facilitating their infiltra-
tion into the ovarian tissue from the circulating bloodstream, causing localized inflammatory situation in the ovary. As a result, germ cells 

and follicles may get damaged directly by the proinflammatory cells or indirectly via reactive oxygen species (ROS) produced by the immune 
cells or ovarian cells. The repeated ovulatory inflammation itself and physical tearing of the ovarian surface epithelium (OSE) result in both 
the loss of germ cells and neoplastic transformation. NF-κB: Nuclear Factor Kappa-Light-Chain-Enhancer of Activated B Cells; GR: Glucocor-

ticoid Receptor; PGR: Progesterone Receptor; NFKBIA: NF-κB Inhibitor Alpha.
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